FICTION TITLES MARCH 2024

**All Our Yesterdays** by Joel H. Morris
**Annie Bot** by Sierra Greer
**Becoming Madam Secretary** by Stephanie Dray
**Black Wolf** by Juan Gomez-Jurado
**Double Lives** by Mary Monroe
**Every Single Secret** by Christina Dodd
**Everyone Is Watching** by Heather Gudenkauf
**Glorious Exploits** by Ferdia Lennon
**Green Frog** by Gina Chung

**How to Solve Your Own Murder** by Kristen Perrin
**Huddud’s House** by Fadi Azzam
**Letters of Wisdom** by Wanda E. Brunstetter
**Mother Doll** by Katya Apekina
**Mystery Writer** by Sulari Gentill
**Road to Murder** by Camilla Trinchieri
**Studies at the School by the Sea** by Jenny Colgan
**To Slip the Bonds of Earth** by Amanda Flower
**Women of Good Fortune** by Sophie Wan
**Worry** by Alexandra Tanner

MARCH 2024 BLOCKBUSTER FICTION

**Angel of Indian Lake** by Stephen Graham Jones
**Anita de Monte Laughs Last** by Xochitl Gonzalez
**Expiration Dates** by Rebecca Serle
**Great Divide** by Cristina Henriquez
**Hunter** by Tana French
**In Sunshine or in Shadow** by Rhys Bowen
**Maktub** by Paulo Coelho
**Memory Piece** by Lisa Ko
**Morningside** by Tea Obreht
**Murder in the Tea Leaves** by Laura Childs
**Murder Road** by Simone St. James

**Never Too Late** by Danielle Steel
**New Couple in SB** by Lisa Unger
**#1 Lawyer** by James Patterson
**Parasol Against the Axe** by Helen Oyeyemi
**Princess of Las Vegas** by Chris Bohjalian
**Still See You Everywhere** by Lisa Gardner
**Sunlit Man** by Brandon Sanderson
**Truth About the Devlins** by Lisa Scottoline
**2054** by Elliot Ackerman
**Underground Library** by Jennifer Ryan
**Until August** by Gabriel Garcia Marquez
**Watch Where They Hide** by Tamron Hall
**Wild Side** by Fern Michaels
**April 2024 Sneak Peeks**

- **Calamity of Souls** by David Baldacci
- **City in Ruins** by Don Winslow
- **Close to Death** by Anthony Horowitz
- **Darling Girls** by Sally Hepworth
- **Daughter of Mine** by Megan Miranda
- **Extinction** by Douglas Preston
- **Familiar** by Leigh Bardugo
- **Funny Story** by Emily Henry
- **It Had to Be You** by Mary Higgins Clark
- **Lost Birds** by Anne Hillerman
- **Miss Morgan’s Book Brigade** by Janet Skeslien Charles
- **Murder Inn** by James Patterson
- **Museum of Lost Quilts** by Jennifer Chiaverini
- **One by One** by Freida McFadden
- **Only the Brave** by Danielle Steel
- **She’s Not Sorry** by Mary Kubica
- **Table for Two** by Amor Towles
- **Toxic Prey** by John Sandford
- **Unfinished Murder** by Jude Deveraux

**Discover Debut Novelists March 2024**

- **Bunyan and Henry** by Mark Cecil
- **Flirty Little Secret** by Jessica Lepe
- **Funeral Ladies of Ellerie County** by Claire Swinarski
- **Headshot** by Rita Bullwinkel
- **Jaded** by Ela Lee
- **Kilt Trip** by Alexandra Kiley
- **Like Happiness** by Ursula Villarreal-Moura
- **Peril in Pink** by Sydney Leigh
- **Perris, California** by Rachel Stark
- **Pride and Preston Lin** by Christina Hwang Dudley
- **Sylvia’s Second Act** by Hillary Yablon
- **These Letters End in Tears** by Musih Tedji Xaviere
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